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Viking Window AS
Mäo, Järva ma 72751 tlf.372 38 48 900

KUUPÄEV: 28.01.14  VJ.

REVISION A:
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SW14 ALUCLAD WINDOW
CROSS SECTION OF MULLION

JOONISE NR:
SW14A.2.11

MOÖT: 1:1

KINNITATUD: 
RN.
SW14 ALUCLAD WINDOW
MULLION WITH SASH AND FIXED LIGHT

Dimensions:
- 97 x 136
- 50 x 50
- 12.5 x 50
- 42.5 x 6.5

Design by Viking Window AS
Mõo, Järva maak 72751 tlf. 372 38 48 900

Tootja jätab endale õiguse teha muudatusi!
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